SDi EUROCONFAB 2011, ALMERE, NL

CONCIOUS LEADERSHIP FOR
SUSTAINABILITY COURSE
CHE School of Synnervation

The Center for Human Energence Netherlands
invites you to the fifth annual SDi EuroConFab on
serving societal integral innovation, April 8 -10,
2011 in Almere, The Netherlands. Please note the
special option of April 7th to put your knowledge
into practice with the special case studies on the
city of Almere. Read more…

We invite you to your next level of capacity, skills,
and presence. This course is for leaders, managers,
consultants, and change agents who want to more
powerfully serve the cause of global sustainability.
Based upon advanced sustainability leadership
research, the program will support and challenge
you to develop a more effective way to understand
and respond to social, environmental, and economic
challenges. This will be an intense, three-month
program specifically tailored to help you advance
your most important sustainability initiatives while
triggering deep personal development.

Read more…

PETER MERRRY TALKS ABOUT NEW
RESPONSIBILITIES

CHE NL IS PART OF TRANSFORUM 'COCREATING IN MOMENTOUS TIMES'

Peter Merry was invited to contribute to the 49th
Bilderberg Conference of the Dutch employers'
organisation VNO-NCW on new responsibilities. He
performed a column entitled Now Here's the Future.

If you want to immerse yourself in the field of 2012
and beyond. If you want to be part of a truly cocreative event. If you want to learn the ways of the
immanent future. Come to the Transforum that the
Wrekin Trust is organising at Hawkwood College in
Stroud, UK. It should be a magical few days with
great participants and a powerful team of hosts.
Peter Merry and Lisette Schuitemaker will bring CHE
ways of hosting exploratory conversations to this
event. Give yourself this treat! Here is more
information on-line. Read more (PDF)…

Read more (PDF)...

CHE AT COP16 IN MEXICO
In December 2010 CHE’s the Hague Center
brought the Meshwork process to the COP16 in
Cancun and online as 2020 Climate Solutions
Meshwork, inviting participants to join and identify
which piece of the puzzle they hold in addressing
complex issues of climate change.

Read more…

CHE NOW ON FACEBOOK!
CHE has now opened the following official Facebook
pages (click to visit):
•
Center for Human Emergence NL
•
CHE School of Synnervation
•
CHE Synnervate

CHE RECOMMENDS:
Dylan Newcomb’s UZAZU workshops in Amsterdam

Hawkwood College, UK, March 25-27, 2011

VACANCY: CHE WEB MASTER
CHE NL is now looking for a web master for
functional and technical maintenance. This
contributes greatly to the visibility of CHE and helps
identify and solidify relationships with other
initiatives. Read more (Dutch)...

Reminder: Women moving the Edge, Friday
March 11, 2011, 3:00pm to Monday March 14,
2011, after lunch. Venue: Kasteel Nieuwenhoven,
Near Sint-Truiden, Belgium. Information: Women
Moving the Edge online community

this spring. Read more…

WE ARE

CONTRIBUTE

The CHE is designed to meet the needs of a world
in transition. CHE puts in place the conditions to
facilitate a breakthrough to the next level of living
and working together. Places where you can find
out more:

Donations

·
Read about our purpose, principles and
activities on www.humanemergence.nl.
·
CHE NL has organized all education,
development, training and coaching within the
CHE School of Synnervation. See the dedicated
website www.schoolofsynnervation.nl.
Did you know that the CHE NL Wisdom council
includes Herman Wijffels, Carlos de Bourbon-Parme,
Fons Trompenaars, Marike van Lier-Lels, and Fred
Matser a.o.? The CHE NL Wisdom Council provides
valuable insights on the strategic direction and
priorities of CHE NL. See the entire Council member

list.

Thanks to periodic donations, the people of CHE NL
can be significantly more effective. This includes our
partner role in the Meshwork for Mother Care, our
role as Sparring partner of the World Health
Organisation (WHO); and the creation of the new
The Hague Center for Global Governance,
innovation and emergence.
You may credit bank account nr: 21.24.79.172 of
the Stichting Center for Human Emergence in The
Hague. CHE NL has been officially recognized as a
charitable purpose, which is tax-friendly.
A heartfelt thank-you on behalf of the CHE
organization and all its contributors and
synnervators!

